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Hello! Welcome to the March issue of Prim Buddies!
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With Love and Hope, Editorial Team

Meenakshi Subramanian, IX Nandhini Ganesh, IX

The month of March was filled with just one thing on both students and teachers mind-

Exams.  Students were seen frantically flipping pages of their books outside their 

examination hall, registering and revising facts till the last minute. 

With further research, the editorial team came across an actual name for the fear of taking 

tests or exams- Testophobia. The symptoms of this ubiquitously found phobia are rapid 

heartbeat, shortness of breath and sweating. As exams are an integral part of every students’ 

life, the one and only solution is to have confidence in yourself. Being self-assured is 

important as it releases the motivator/optimistic hormone Endorphins and drastically 

brings down the cortisol ‘stress hormone’ level.

The last week of March was abuzz with activity as the war waged by the students against 

exams came to an end. The pupils were seen eagerly awaiting to come back to school for 

the biggest and the most splendid event- The Annual Day.
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Women's Day
"The story of women's struggle for equality belongs to no single feminist nor to 

any one organization but to the collective efforts of all who care about human 

rights," says world-renowned feminist, journalist and social and political 

activist Gloria Steinem. Thus International Women's Day is all about unity, 

celebration, reflection, advocacy and action - whatever that looks like globally 

at a local level. International Women's Day has been occurring for well over a 

century - and continues to grow from strength to strength as Subramania 

Bharathiyar  dreamt of women freedom. I am happy to be a girl who has been 

growing happily with great freedom in Primrose, able to express my ideas, 

compete with others and be one of the toppers in all aspects. I thank my 

school for having celebrated the women's day and making it unforgettable.

-Class X
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Farewell    

“How lucky I am to have something that makes saying GOODBYE so hard”. 

There lived a beautiful family on the breezy side of ECR, the home always 

remained lighted, surrounded by joy, protected by love and care. I went near 

that home to know them, they were Primrose family as the name board 

proudly said. I longed to become a member of the family and so did I when I 

stepped into my Class IX. It was a sweet home as I already sensed. It educated 

me, nurtured me, protected me from all my falls, stood with me for my 

upliftments. After a year I saw myself very different. I gained the quality of a 

Primrosian. I became confident, performing on stage events turned out to be 

exciting. Finally the day came when my heart grew heavier, yes it was our 

farewell. All good things come to an end and so did my days in Primrose came 

to an end too. Our Principal, teachers and friends gathered to bid goodbye to 

us. With the inspirational speech of my Principal in heart, with the motivations 

of my teachers in mind and with the support and cheer from my friends I look 

forward to grow.                           
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Art and fun

You have your brush, you have your paint, you paint Paradise, then in you go. 

Learning is always made enjoyable at Primrose. We were given a chance to paint 

the raw walls of our school. A paint brush, a colour of our choice, no limitations 

to paint made us more excited. We learned Mural painting at a joyful pace.

Primrose Schools joined hands with YouArt from Cholamandal Artists’ Village to 

educate and energize us . Our hearts were filled with pride and joy as we 

converted the raw wall of  school into a creative art form. Our school takes 

pride of treasuring the young artists. 

Mohammed Faheem, Class X
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Artist’s Masterpiece


